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  Description

  WALK IN DESIGN: Extend growing season and tend to your homegrown greens with ease with the VonHaus walk in greenhouse – providing the perfect home for growing, cultivating, and displaying! Some of the best polytunnels have covers so durable that they can comfortably last for almost 20 years. That’s why you want to make sure you get polythene covers with at least a 5 year guarantee. iii) Simple Construction HEAVY DUTY POLYTUNNEL COVER: As well as superior framework our covers are 140gsm and the UPVC cover will let ample UV light in whilst also being expected to last a number of season in the British climate. There is ample skirt material around the bottom of the polytunnel cover to be dug into the ground for additional stability.
Naturally, the best polytunnels will benefit from the best metal structures. Powder coating and galvanisation will both help to bolster your frame, and to make sure that it is resistant against rust. If you’re going to keep your tunnel outside in all weathers, then you are going to need a metal framing that won’t fall apart the moment a bit of water touches it. Steel Frame: The large poly tunnel's galvanised steel frame is solid and rust resistant. For more stability, 4 included wind ropes should be tightened and fixed on the ground by 4 ground stakes What I’d use down the allotment: Garden Point Green Polytunnel or the BIRCHTREE depending on what size I need. Assembly is simple, with a manual that is clear and concise, as well as a design that fits together logically. At least two people are needed to put it together, to help ease the cover over the frame and avoid it catching on the bolts.You can grow the standard winter veggies like cabbage, sprouts and brassicas, or you can branch out and plant things like carrots and radishes. A great alternative to a traditional glass greenhouse or permanent structure, this spacious 6m² walk-in area polytunnel provides plenty of room for pots, trays, grow bags and shelving.
Some polytunnels have air vents/’windows’ on the sides, which can be opened or shut depending on the weather. Additional Sections Hot spot tape is going to really reduce tears like this on the corners of the frames in particular that you can see on the Garden Point– don’t panic though it’s far from over. This one is old and has lasted very very well indeed. I couldn’t recommend it to people enough at the price… Garden Point Green Polytunnel needs hot spot tape
Polytunnel greenhouse
Heavy Duty PE Cover – features extra-long sides for weighting and anchoring. It protects against harsh weather conditions – including frost and damaging UV. If you’re relatively new to gardening, or simply don’t want to splash out on an overly-expensive polytunnel, the Garden Grow Polytunnel is a good option to consider. The only thing it’s realistically missing but I can accept at this price point is a pivot door like the FeelGoodUK PRO– that would have elevated this unit a long long way and secured top spot – with the new range next year I’ll be paying close attention but for now, this is my top spot. Pros: Our 3x2m polytunnel will make a suitable alternative to a solid structure to house birds during the Avian Flu outbreak. Our tunnel allows adequate light and ventilation and will help offer protection from wild birds that may be carrying the disease. Aside from this feature, essentially everything else is the same between the VonHaus and VOUNOT polytunnel, apart from one essential detail – the price. Given the fact that both polytunnels measure 2 metres in height, 3 metres in length and 2 metres in width, both have the same strong and sturdy frame, and both have ventilation windows, you would think that they would cost the same. However, VOUNOT is considerably cheaper than its competitor VonHaus, which is the very reason it wins the top spot on this list.
Different styles of polytunnel are available depending on your needs. The following features may be worth looking out for: Doors WEATHER RESISTANT PVC COVER: Protect your plants from the elements for year-round growth. Adjust the roll up zip door to suit your needs whilst regulating the plant house’s temperature, creating an optimal environment. Size matters greatly when it comes to polytunnels! You’re going to want to look at height first if you want to walk in and out, but all dimensions matter when it comes to being able to store plants, especially those with height and of course vegetables to your heart’s content. We strongly recommend that heavier plants and growbags are placed on the ground shelf for added stability in windy conditions. If you don’t have the room for a full walk-in greenhouse, you might consider the VonHaus tiered mini greenhouse, which has four shelves and a clear cover, making it great for balconies and smaller gardens, as well as those gardeners who are just starting and don’t want to invest in a full greenhouse without figuring out if they’ve got green fingers first! Polytunnel greenhouseWith its spacious, 6 square metres of walk in space, this polytunnel offers gardeners more than enough room for trays, pots, grow bags, shelving, and pretty much any other farming equipment you can fit in there. The heavy duty PE covers come with extra long sides for more anchoring and support during harsh conditions and while fully closed, the tunnel traps heat and maintains optimum humidity levels. It also features a metal frame and door for easy access. For ventilation, the manufacturer included six roll up mesh windows that are insect proofed. This makes it a value added option for allotments and family gardens. What I like about it: Perfect for gardens and allotments, the heavy duty PE cover with extra-long sides - for weighting/anchoring - protects against harsh weather conditions - so your plants can flourish.
Wow – take a look at that price! One of the cheapest price tags for garden and allotment polytunnels, this flexible and reasonably sized tunnel might be your best option if it’s one of the first tunnels you’re considering setting up. Easy assembly: Comes with all necessary hardware and is designed to be easily erected by one or two people. This is one of few polytunnels which also offers you a nice, variable humidity and vent system, meaning that depending on the crops you are cultivating, you will find it easy to switch up the humidity level and to let fresh air in and out. This is a polytunnel product that is long and thin with hoops built into the design. Garden Point Green Polytunnel – bit of a tear on the corner – is there anything duct tape won’t fix? 😀The covers of polytunnels can be made from a range of materials. Different materials will offer different properties. Many polytunnels are made from polythene plastic sheeting. There are various types: Clear Polythene
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